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Non-viral Gene Therapy: Gene Design and DeliverySpringer, 2005

	Several years ago, when the discovery of catalytic RNA was recognized in a public manner, many people asked if new ?elds of therapy would soon be available. Although some tentative positive answers were given, nobody would say with certainty that RNA of various kinds was a truly promising means of altering gene expression. In fact, over the...
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Chemoradiation in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2002

	Internationally recognized experts in cancer biology and clinical research review the present status of the multimodality approach to the management of solid tumors and speculate on possible future strategies for chemoradiation therapy. The authors detail applications of combined modality therapy in lung, esophageal, breast, gastric,...
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Semiconductors and the Information Revolution: Magic Crystals that made IT HappenAcademic Press, 2009
This book sets out to explain the development of modern electronic systems and devices from the viewpoint of the semiconductor materials (germanium, silicon, gallium arsenide and many others) which made them possible. It covers the scientific understanding of these materials and its intimate relationship with their technology and many applications....
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Streptomyces in Nature and Medicine: The Antibiotic MakersOxford University Press, 2007

	This is an insiders account of 50 years of genetic studies of the soil-inhabiting microbes that produce most of the antibiotics used to treat infections, as well as anti-cancer, anti-parasitic and immunosuppressant drugs. The book begins by describing how these microbes the actinomycetes were discovered in the latter part of the nineteenth...
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IBM Tivoli Storage Area Network Manager: A Practical IntroductionIBM Press, 2003

	 Now that you have installed your SAN, how are you going to manage it? This IBM® Redbook describes the new product, IBM Tivoli® Storage Area Network Manager, an active, intelligent, business-centric management solution for storage resources across the enterprise.


	IBM Tivoli Storage Area Network Manager provides...
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Camptothecins in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2005

	A critical review our current understanding of camptothecins, their shortcomings, and of the possibilities for improving their clinical performance. The authors discuss new camptothecin analog development, drug delivery issues for optimizing their anticancer activity, and their potential use in a variety of different cancers. Additional...
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SAS for Mixed Models (Second Edition)SAS Institute, 2006
David A. Dickey
Professor of Statistics, North Carolina State University
 This revision of an already excellent text includes information-rich examples serving as templates for a wide variety of applications. 
       
Geert Molenberghs
Center for Statistics, Hasselt University, Diepenbeek,...
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Solar System Moons: Discovery and MythologySpringer, 2009
Starting from Mars outward this concise handbook provides thorough information on the satellites of the planets in the solar system. Each chapter begins with a section on the discovery and the naming of the planet’s satellites or rings. This is followed by a section presenting the historic sources of those names. The book contains tables...
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BackTrack 4: Assuring Security by Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2011

	BackTrack is a penetration testing and security auditing platform with advanced tools to identify, detect, and exploit any vulnerabilities uncovered in the target network environment. Applying appropriate testing methodology with defined business objectives and a scheduled test plan will result in robust penetration testing of your...
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Nanomagnetism and SpintronicsElsevier Limited, 2009
Spintronics is a newly developing area in the field of magnetism, where the interplay of magnetism and transport phenomena is studied experimentally and theoretically. This book introduces the recent progresses in the researches relating to spintronics.                                       

- From electronics to spintronics.
-...
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Exploring Everyday Things with R and Ruby: Learning About Everyday ThingsO'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you’re curious about how things work, this fun and intriguing guide will help you find real answers to everyday problems. By using fundamental math and doing simple programming with the Ruby and R languages, you’ll learn how to model a problem and work toward a solution.

	
		All you need is a basic...
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Advances in Web Mining and Web Usage Analysis: 9th International Workshop on Knowledge Discovery on the Web, WebKDD 2007, and 1st InternationalSpringer, 2009

	Thisyear’svolumeofAdvancesinWebMiningandWebUsageAnalysiscontains thepostworkshopproceedingsofajointevent,the9thInternationalWorkshopon Knowledge Discovery from the Web (WEBKDD 2007) and the First SNA-KDD Workshop on Social Network Analysis (SNA-KDD 2007). The joint workshop on Web Mining and Social Network Analysis took place at the ACM...
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